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            Use a Schedule

            get your hands on a weekly schedule. Schedule every free moment you have for this task. You need to settle on your topic within an hour. Now is not the time to ponder over twenty topics to see which one best appeals to you. Get the topic and make the schedule. Work from the day due to the present day and build in one buffer day for emergencies. 

            
           
            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            Build the perfect outline

            You need to spend a full day on the outline. The outline is where great papers are born. You need to make it very detailed. It should include all references, also. Your goal is to write the complete paper from the outline without having to refer back to the sources. This ease of writing will save you a lot of time. 

            
           
            

          

        

      

    


    
    
      Hints From a Pro: How to Finish Your Research Paper in a Week Only?

      Research papers usually take a few weeks or a month to complete. To finish one in a week would be pushing it, however, it can be done. There are a few firm rules that must be followed if this is to be accomplished with an A+ grade.

	Hire out the editing  go ahead right now at the beginning of the process and hire your professional editing person. You can use a freelance writer, a professional company, a graduate student, or a tutor. The prices will vary. You need to make the appointment immediately, so you know you have an appointment. You will be too tired to proof and edit the piece yourself after having worked nonstop for a full week on the piece. Pay the price for a professional, you do not want to cut corners and lose quality in order to save some money. Ask your friends and peers who they have used in the past. Getting a reference from a friend is always good if you can do so about the editing services.
	Do the research in one day you do not have time to spend a week researching. You need to do this in one day. This means you need to have your main points and your thesis statement. You can accomplish this research by using academic databases. Ask the media specialist whom he or she recommends. Then sit down at the computer and begin to research. You can drop your sources into a reference-making app as you gather the resources. This will save time on reference page day. You will need any and all the time that you can save. If you use an academic database, you can work from your computer at home and pull a few nights if you need to do so.
	Spend two days on writing the body  you will need two full days in order to properly craft well-written and supported body paragraphs. If you use the outline, you can do this will skill. As you do each section, ensure that all of your dieas are supported by solid sources. These facts should be in your outline. Do not try to do this without an outline. It will be too difficult. If you find as you write that one of your dies is weaker than the others, place the weaker idea between two of the stronger ones. Never start or finish with a weaker idea. 
	Spend a day on composing the conclusion and reference pages you are almost finished. And if you worked on your reference page as you went along in the process, you really have only one thing left to do. You now need to write your conclusion. Remember to finish strong and do not introduce any new material in this part of the piece. After you finish this, head over to the editing person you hired and get the piece proofed and edited. Remember to remind the person that you need it back on the same day. 
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